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Organic Hemp Stalks 

 

Great for chewing, teething & calming! 



Organic Hemp Stalks 

These all-natural hemp stalks are great to relax and soothe 
your pet. Great as a chew toy to pass the time or use to calm 
your pet due to anxiety, new home or teething!  Hemp is slowly 
released as they chew or nibble on the stalk, soothing and 
relaxing your pet! 

100% organic, great for all dogs, birds and reptiles too! 

Available is small, medium and large! 

 



Frozen Treat Tray



 

Frozen Treat Tray Description 

Interactive Refillable Tray to make FROZEN TREAT FOR 
YOUR PET. Easy fill spout with silicone snap closure ~no 

spilling here! Fill with your favorite family’s broth recipes of 
Chicken, Salomon, Beef, Fish and Vegetables. Make treats 
with your family & children or use our included Free Recipe 

book, loaded with recipes to try. Great and easy to add 
Vitamins, CBD or any approved medicine into the vessel tray 

for easy distribution. Trays use a silicone liner for “easy take 
out one at a time! 



 



Brushes/Combs 

 

 



Available in MulEple Colors 

 



Great for brushing, grooming & self-cleaning! 

 



 
Brush Descriptions 

ReddiPet’s Self Grooming Brushes: This brush cleans in a snap. 
An easy and stress free to keep your pet looking freshly 
groomed. Available for short and long hair dogs as well as 

small and large breed dogs. Designed to glide thru matted hair 
or thick undercoats to minimize shedding. The plate collects 

the loose hair, snaps off easily to clean.  Simply slip your 
thumb into the thumb slot and lift to remove the cleaning 

plate. Snaps back on and ready to use again. 

ReddiPet’s Flea & Tick Comb: This stainless-steel, fine-tooth 
combs thru your pet’s fur finding and releasing fleas and ticks 

that may be hidden in their hairy coat. Our unique self-
cleaning arm makes it easy to remove debris and bugs in a 



snap. Simply flip off shield and snap back on, ready to use for 
next time. 

ReddiPet’s Shedding Comb: Helps to remove and release loose 
and unwanted hair from your pet.   This stainless-steel, fine-
tooth combs thru your pet’s fur helping to shed your pet of 

unwanted hair and fur onto the comb instead of all over your 
house!  Our easy self-cleaning arm removes hair in a snap. 

Simply flip off shield and snap back on, ready to use for next 
time. 



Ornaments 
Available for Cats, Dogs, Birds and Reptiles! 

 

Great for pets, friends or as a gift! 



Ornament Description 

Filled with yummy treats or toys, these cute and colorful 
ornaments come in a variety of colors and shapes.  Perfect for 

your best friend or as a gift for anyone who has a pet. One of the 
best impulse buy products for the holidays!  Great value filled 

with toys or treats and packaged as a give ready gift item. 

Also available in a pre-filled, colorful and fun POP Display. Just 
pull out of the box and display 18 pieces (12 dog and 6 cat) 

holiday ornaments. 

Great for dogs, cats, bird and reptiles too! 

 



Leash Mate 

No More Pulling & Tugging! 

 

Great for easy walking! 



Leash Mate DescripEon 

Lightweight and easy to use. This leash attachment minimizes 
pulling and tugging. An innovational mechanical spring absorbs 
the tension between you and your dog when used with a 
retractable leash, harness or collar! Durable & adjustable, 
ideal for walking, training or exercising your dog! Reduces 
stress and injuries for both you and your dog.  Recommended 
by vets and easy to attach and remove. Recommended for 
dogs up to 100lbs. 

Available in Black, Red and Blue. 

 



No Bark Collars 

 

 

Ahhh… No More Barking! 



No Bark Collar Description 
2+ months Battery life. 

Small -Dogs & Large Dogs 2 Sizes 
Over 25 lbs. (12kg) Large Collar Size 

Over 8 lbs. to 25 lbs. (3,5kg - 12kg) Small Collar Size 
Adjustable Collar clasp for Easy fit 

Total 4 batteries included! 2 CR2032 Lithium based 
batteries, *BONUS 2 replacements* 

Easy to open/close battery door 
On/Off Push Button Activation Product Operation 

LED Bone Shaped Light In front of Case 
LED Bone lights up Green when it is turned on, Red when 

it’s turned off. 
LED Bone lights up Red, when the unit is activated in 

either Vibration/Sound  
Easy Snap, Open/Close, battery door, below the unit. 

NEW LED Bone Flashes Red when there is about 10% battery 
life, Low battery Indicator Light 

• Sells themselves and needs no store personnel help to 
sell as when sold behind a counter in a box 

• Stronger Vibrations 
• Louder Sounds for Barking Corrections 
• The collars can tell the difference between on/off and 

multiple barks, allowing the collar to react and respond 
with time reducing barking. 

 



 

Lightweight: 
Small unit without packaging weighs only 1.2 oz. 
Large unit without packaging weighs only 2 oz. 

 
Compact: 

Small: 1.2” x 8.7” 

Clam Shell Packaging, easy to hang on Plan- o -gram / 
Innovative Self-Shipper Box 



Remote Trainer Collar 
Size dog:  6.6 lbs. to 88 lbs. (3kg - 40kg) One Size Fit’s All Dogs 

 

3 training levels: low, medium or high 
2 training modes, sound or vibration 

Auto control 
50-meter range 150 Feet 

Rechargeable: Supplied Correct Outlet Current 

Remote Dog Trainer is a gentle yet effective way to train your 
dog. Our Remote Dog Trainer is like getting two remote trainers 
in one. With two different correction modes and two different 
training modes to select from the collar can be tailored 
specifically to your dog's needs. Sound mode releases a high 
frequency sound and vibration mode vibrates at a safe level to 
deter dogs from unwanted behavior. Low, medium, and high 
settings allow you to adjust the level according to your dog. 150 
Foot range allows control over your dog even at a distance. 
Adjustable nylon collar fits neck up to 25". Includes remote unit 
with removable wrist strap, receiver collar, USB recharger, QR 
code Directions and one 23A12v battery included with Product 



Max Performance No-Bark Collar 
Size dog:  6.6 lbs. to 88 lbs. (3kg - 40kg) One Size Fit’s All Dogs 

 
New rechargeable no-bark collar 
Vibration Mode safe and tested 

                                        On/Off Button 
2 Modes: Vibration/Sound  

Sensitivity Button 
7 Levels of Correction  

Waterproof & Adjustable Size collar clasps 

When you see an E appear on the LED read out, the unit 
is in sleep mode. When the unit has 7 barks in 1 minute, it 

goes to sleep for 1 minute before reactivating. 

USB wire included for recharging 



Clip-On Strobe Light 

Locate your pet in the dark! 

 

Great for all pets big or small! 



Clip On Strobe Light 

DescripEon 

Protect and locate any furry friend in the dark. Easy to 
see strobe light makes it easy to find your wondering 
friend. LED light can be seen up to ½ mile away. Easily 

attaches to any collar/harness D-Ring.  

Easy to use: 
1. To turn on: Twist the bottom light until the light begins to flash.  
2. To turn OFF: Untwist the bottom light until the flashing stops. 

Twist two more times to ensure it stays OFF.  
3. To change batteries: Uses 3 LR41batteries. Twist the light all the 

way off and replace with 3 LR41 batteries. Twist the bottom light 
back on. 

Protection for you and your pet! 



Sleepy Time Pillows 

  Warm, Cozy & Calm 

 

Great for new pets and housebreaking! 



Sleepy Time Pillow Description 
The Sleepy Time Heartbeat Simulator:  Easy to operate with auto 
shut off, means you don’t disturb a sleeping puppy, also conserves 
batteries. The heartbeat cycle can be started without even removing 
the heartbeat device from the pillow. The Heartbeat Simulator is 
stress relieving, comforting and sleep inducing for the puppy. 
Machine Wash and Dry: No hand washing needed! The durably 
constructed fleece top pillow is machine wash and dryer safe. Easy to 
keep sanitary, clean, dry, pest and odor free! 
Batteries Included and Installed, Convenient, value added and easy to 
activate. Batteries remain dormant until activation strip is pulled away. 
Uses two size AAA batteries which are inexpensive and widely 
available. 
Unique Microwavable Mother’s Warmth Simulator: Sealed and ready 
to use. No disposable heat packs or additional supplies to buy. Simply 
microwave for 30 to 60 seconds, insert into pillow opening, and press 
Velcro together to seal opening. Simulates body warmth, reusable, 
economical, odorless, stress relieving, comforting and sleep inducing. 
Easy In/Easy Out Design takes only seconds to remove or return 
Mother’s Warmth Simulator from/to pillow. 
Strong Seal – Velcro™: Prevents the puppy from gaining access to 
Heartbeat Simulator and Warmer unit, while still providing easy access 
for pet parent. 
No Scent- Neutral & Odorless: No chewing attractant and no 
unpleasant odors for the puppy or pet parent. 

Eliminates nuisance barking and whining during housebreaking and 
travel! 



Seal It 

Stops bleeding on contact! 

 

Our unique formula is recommended by vets and currently 
being used by the military in all branches! 



Seal It Description
The first and only FDA approved Wound GEL, made in the USA, that 
stops bleeding in seconds! Our unique formula is recommended by vets 
and currently being used by the military in all branches! Now available 
for retail! FDA cleared and approved product that is made in the USA. 
Our wound gel creates a durable biopolymer metric seal for minor cuts, 
surgical wounds and nail trimming in seconds.  Unlike other brands, Seal 
It creates a barrier for blood to escape it as well as creates an 
antibacterial barrier to keep bugs, dirt and other external materials 
out of the wound. Our innovative nozzle helps navigate through your 
pet’s hair making it easy to apply gel directly onto the wound without 
the unwanted mess and waste. Safe for all animals. 

Seal -It is a Pet Formulated Product for all Pet and Animals Exclusively 
Distributed by ReddiPet™ Globally 

Made in the USA and is an FDA CLEARED PRODUCT 

  

Currently, the human brand. Rapid Seal is being sold in all 10,000 CVS Stores!  

Video Links below on Understanding the Medcura Blood stop Technology. 

Just click and confirm age to view on YOUTUBE 

 www.medcurainc.com/advancedperformance          Head-to-Head against all major OTC/
Advanced Hemostats on the market 

 www.medcurainc.com/otc-2                                             v. J&J (Consumer) 

 www.medcurainc.com/surgicaldressing                        v. Mepilex (Surgical bandage) 

  https://www.medcurainc.com/benchtop.html 

http://www.medcurainc.com/advancedperformance
http://www.medcurainc.com/otc-2
http://www.medcurainc.com/surgicaldressing
https://www.medcurainc.com/benchtop.html


 

Corporate Headquarters 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Sales & MarkeEng Offices: 

Jeff Magsitza, SVP 

845.942.4446 

jeff@reddipet.com 

Allan CurEs, Co-Managing Director 

203.856.6909 

allan@reddipet.com 
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